Environment & Safety Resource Center℠

Quick Reference Card

1. **Content**
   Each tab takes you to a separate page dedicated to an information collection.

2. **News**
   Quick, convenient access to important EHS news from your Bloomberg BNA subscriptions.

3. **BNA Analysis**
   Bloomberg Environment Guides provide business-English explanations of EHS topics, with comparisons of federal and state regulatory requirements.

4. **Chart Builders**
   Use topic-specific customized chart builders to compare federal and/or state requirements.

5. **Regulatory Alerts**
   Link to Bloomberg BNA’s EHS State Regulatory Alert™ and EHS Federal Regulatory Alert™. Click Report Builder to create customized reports of regulatory changes.

6. **Legal Decisions/Environment Cases**
   View Legal Decisions such as Environmental Appeals Board Decisions and Latest Environment Cases. Search environment cases by Case Citation, CFR Section, or Keyword. The Safety tab contains safety decisions.

7. **Search Templates**
   Access to all search templates, Search History, and Saved Searches and/or Charts.

8. **Federal**
   Full text of over 65 EHS statutes, a focused collection of federal regulations relevant to EHS needs, and thousands of agency guidance and administrative documents.

9. **States**
   Environment regulations (safety regulations are on the Safety tab) and register summaries. Search all states simultaneously using the Quick Search template.
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Search Tools

Use the varied search options accessible from the banner located at the top of each webpage to search the Resource Center’s content. Search all collections included in your subscription.

1. **Advanced Search**
   - Search in broad or specific collection(s) using fields, search operators, and/or date restrictions.

2. **Guided Search**
   - Subject-based, tabbed templates for easy access to a specific collection.

3. **Go To**
   - Go directly to a Source Document or case by citation.

4. **Saved Searches, Charts, or Reports**
   - Click Saved Search or Saved Chart/Reports to view the list of saved work. On the list, click on the Name to return to the full text or search results.

Chart Builders

For each subject-specific chart builder, select Federal and/or specific States, Topics, and customized display options. Links to chart builders are located in the BNA Analysis frame, next to each guide or navigator.

Special Features

1. **Red Reference Lines**: Complete citations are available down to the lowest level in federal and state laws and regulations and for Bloomberg BNA Analysis chapters. To display Red Reference Lines, use the Citations toggle to turn them on and off.

2. **Find Related Documents**: Display documents related to the statute or regulatory section being viewed.

3. **Compare Versions**: Compare versions of federal or state regulations to see how they have changed or been amended over time.

To learn more, contact your Bloomberg BNA representative at 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com